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Writing Into Water

Nadir Möller, Lukas Hecht, Ran Niu, Benno Liebchen,* and Thomas Palberg*

Writing is an ancient communication technique dating back at least 30 000
years. While even sophisticated contemporary writing techniques hinge on
solid surfaces for engraving or the deposition of ink, writing within a liquid
medium requires a fundamentally different approach. The study here
demonstrates the writing of lines, letters, and complex patterns in water by
assembling lines of colloidal particles. Unlike established techniques for
underwater writing on solid substrates, these lines are fully reconfigurable
and do not require any fixation onto the substrate. Exploiting gravity, an
ion-exchange bead (pen) is rolled across a layer of sedimented colloidal
particles (ink). The pen evokes a hydrodynamic flow collecting ink-particles
into a durable, high-contrast line along its trajectory. Deliberate
substrate-tilting sequences facilitate pen-steering and thus drawing and
writing. The experiments are complemented with a minimal model that
quantitatively predicts the observed parameter dependence for writing in
fluids and highlights the generic character of writing by line-assembly. Overall,
the approach opens a versatile route for writing, drawing, and patterning
fluids—even at the micro-scale.

1. Introduction

Traditional writing techniques comprise carving and engraving
as well as printing and writing with ink. Earliest human drawings
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date back some 30 000 years, possibly even
much longer.[1] As a visible language, writ-
ing appeared in the Middle East between
3400 and 2600 before the Common Era.[2,3]

These techniques continue to coexist as
means of storing and transporting infor-
mation, nowadays accompanied by various
multimedia techniques for displaying.[4] In
addition, various novel techniques extend
and complement these traditional tech-
niques, including (electron) lithography, op-
tical tweezing, direct printing, or force mi-
croscopic manipulation.[5–12] Remarkably,
the size of glyphs and letters covers the
range from a few hundred meters[13] down
to the atomic scale[14] and even below.[15]

In the more classical approaches, one cre-
ates a local, line-shaped variation of the ma-
terial density in or on an extended sub-
strate acting as background: A line is carved
out or some ink is deposited. A solid sub-
strate stabilizes the density variation by
strong intermolecular forces, keeping it
in shape. The same principle has been

applied to write on surfaces submerged in a fluid. For instance,
scanning probe lithography was used to carve or deposit lines
within or onto self-assembled monolayers submerged in flu-
ids containing suitable chemicals.[16,17] In addition, sophisticated
micron-sized structures have been printed using two-photon
polymerization.[18,19] UV-polymerization and crosslinking were
also used to write on a solid surface within a liquid starting from a
dispersion of reactive chemicals to manufacture patterns with su-
perb thermoresponsive mechanical properties.[20] There are now
even commercial scuba diver slates available for underwater writ-
ing on a substrate. Importantly, however, all these approaches still
rely on a substrate i) for fixing the written structures and ii) for
providing mechanical support. In contrast, “writing into a fluid”
requires a mechanism that does not depend on such localiza-
tion measures. The mechanism must also be intrinsically robust
against rapid line dispersion, which would cause short lifetimes
of any drawn lines. In fact, even in a quiescent (convection-free)
fluid, the moving pen would transfer kinetic energy to the fluid,
provoking line dispersion by locally created eddies. While such lo-
cal eddies are rather unimportant when the pen is much smaller
than the written letters, as, e.g., in skywriting,[21] the creation of
fine, durable, and freely-floating lines remains challenging. In
fact, to write fully reconfigurable lines into a liquid at the mi-
croscale, an approach fundamentally different from underwater
ink deposition or line carving and a new type of micro-pen are
required. To develop such an approach, we exploit the following
ideas.
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Incidentally, a mobile fluid offers an alternative way of writing
lines by particle transport toward a prescribed pattern. Imagine
to start from a homogenous density of ink particles in a quies-
cent fluid and to use a pen that attracts the ink particles toward
itself and/or its trajectory. If the resulting accretion process is suf-
ficiently efficient and fast as compared to the subsequent disper-
sion of the ink particles, an increase in ink density may result past
the pen, and a line is written. As key ingredients, this approach
requires a sufficient range of particle-transporting attraction, a
slow line dispersion, and a suitable way of pen-steering.

To meet the first requirement, the directed transport of col-
loidal particles by chemical, thermal, or light-intensity gradients
can be exploited. A key example is phoretic effects, where, in gen-
eral, the imposed gradient leads to a difference in chemical po-
tential along a particle surface and drives a slip flow of the ad-
jacent fluid along the surface, which, in turn, evokes directed
motion of the particle.[22–26] Using a large chemical-loaded “bea-
con” falling under gravity, Banerjee et al. created a colloidal over-
density evolving along the trajectory within a few minutes.[27]

Here, colloidal motion relied on the local strength and direc-
tion of the gradient of electrolyte concentration. While these pio-
neering experiments demonstrate the possibility of writing freely
buoyant lines within a fluid, they lack the option of deliberate pen
steering.

In this work, we demonstrate a generic method for writing
lines and letterings into a liquid rather than onto a solid. This
method uses an ion-exchange resin bead (IEX) as a fully steer-
able micro-pen and exploits the presence of a solid substrate only
for line assembly but not for fixing the ink. Instead, lines are
written near a substrate but are not attached to it yielding freely
floating long-lived lines which can be reconfigured and allow us
to recycle the ink for writing new lines before optionally fixing
them to the substrate.[20,28,29] To achieve this, we exploit an effec-
tive way to transport colloids along extended surfaces: The ion-
exchange resin bead (pen) evokes a so-called diffusio–osmotic
(DO) flow.[22,30,31] Such a flow emerges because the ion-exchange
process induces a nonuniform concentration profile that causes
a stress (force) on the solvent within the interfacial layer of the
substrate resulting in a solvent flow towards the IEX.[32] This
flow then advects colloidal tracers towards the IEX, which can
be viewed as an effective attraction between the IEX and the
tracers.[33] In the past, DO flows have been successfully employed
with fixed sources,[32–38] self-propelling sources,[39,40] and combi-
nations of sources and sinks[41] to create centrally symmetric or
asymmetric assemblies of tracer particles at the source. Here, we
exploit this mechanism to dynamically assemble a line of tracer
particles (ink) in the wake of a moving ion-exchange resin bead.
Once assembled, those tracers will disperse only very slowly by
thermal diffusion in the eddy-free fluid. Moreover, the ongoing
pen-induced DO flows focus ink particles toward the center of
the written lines supporting their durability and sharpness.

Our results exemplify a generic pathway for writing and draw-
ing fine, free-floating but durable lines in a liquid medium.
Our approach is modular and allows combinations of differ-
ent inks, drives, steering, and, optionally, fixation techniques.
This could be used in the future for structuring liquids with de-
liberate line-based patterns, decorate, and thus visualize chem-
ical tracers, or create desired initial states for future colloid
experiments.

2. Results

2.1. Writing of Straight Lines

Our experimental approach is sketched in Figure 1a. Samples are
placed on a programmable, motorized stage, allowing for tilting
by ϑ and rotation around the optical axis (OA) by 𝜑, and are ob-
served at moderate magnification (10× or 20×) using an inverted
microscope. A dilute suspension of weakly charged, micro-sized
silica spheres (Si832, tracers, T), is left to settle under gravity
in a slit cell of 500 μm height onto a charged glass substrate.
To this dilute homogeneous monolayer, we add a larger bead of
cationic ion-exchange resin (C-IEX45, IEX). It exchanges resid-
ual cations (c ≈ 10−8 mol L−1) for protons and thus acts as mo-
bile proton source.[32] The high proton mobility quickly estab-
lishes a large-scale pH-field.[42] Tilting the substrate in x-direction
by an angle ϑ lets this IEX roll straight across the substrate
with a velocity vIEX = (gVΔ𝜌/𝛾) sinϑ (red arrow in Figure 1a and
Figure S1a, Supporting Information). Here, g is the gravitational
acceleration, and V, Δ𝜌, and 𝛾 are the volume, density mismatch,
and the drag coefficient of the IEX. Tracers also roll, but at neg-
ligibly small velocities. The rolling IEX (pen) remains embedded
in its self-generated, co-moving pH-field,[42] and the correspond-
ing DO-flow along the substrate points towards the low pH re-
gion (green arrows). It accretes tracers towards the pen,[22,23,39]

from where they are expelled to the back leaving a trail of en-
hanced ink-particle density. In principle, the same mechanism
could be exploited to co-assemble other small objects, e.g, initia-
tor, (macro-)monomers, and cross-linker molecules, which could
later be used to fix line centers containing high tracer density by
UV curing. Note that in all figures regarding experiments, the
substrate is tilted such that IEX and tracers move from right to
left.

Samples are studied either in dark field (Figure 1b, see also
Figure S1b-d, Supporting Information) or bright field (Figure 1c
and Movie S1, Supporting Information). In the stationary state
depicted in Figure 1c, the line drawn at vIEX = 7.7 μm s−1 first
narrows and then broadens again. We identify a line focus (red
arrow) separating an initial formation zone of length lf = vIEX
tf (where tf ≈ 60–70 s denotes the time elapsing between the
passage of the IEX and the line focus) from a subsequent decay
zone. To quantify the underlying mechanisms, we show the co-
moving, height averaged pH-field recorded in bright field using
3-channel photometry in Figure 1d.[42,43] The arrows denote the
local pH-gradient directions. We observe a stationary, elliptically
distorted, and rather diffuse pH distribution. From this, we calcu-
late the pH variation at the substrate height following Möller et al.
(Figure 1e).[42] Note that at this height, the gradients driving the
DO-flow are much more pronounced. Figure 1f shows the result-
ing trajectories of individual tracers relative to the IEX. Tracers in
the line of the IEX motion approach from the front and leave at
the back. Tracers to the sides show bent trajectories as they are
swept toward the IEX. We depict the instantaneous lateral sol-
vent flow field in Figure 1g in lab coordinates and with color-
coded flow strength. Note the striking similarity with Figure 1e.
Solvent flows towards the IEX but moreover also towards and
along the lateral pH-minimum extending in the wake of the IEX.
Due to its incompressibility, the solvent has to flow upward at
the IEX.[32]
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Figure 1. Writing of straight lines. a) Sketch of the experimental situation. The sample is placed on a stage allowing for tilting by ϑ and rotation around
the optical axis (OA) by 𝜑. The IEX (large sphere) rolls under gravity (large red arrow) through settled tracer particles (small spheres), rolling at much
smaller speed (short red arrow). Tracers are swept towards the IEX by the co-moving solvent flow field (green arrows) and are assembled in the back
of the IEX into a line of positive density contrast, which is left behind and disperses slowly by diffusion. b) Dark field image of C-IEX45 rolling on an
inclined glass substrate (ϑ = 3.1°, substrate 𝜁 -potential 𝜁S = −105 mV, vIEX = 7.7 μm s−1) in a suspension of Si832 at c = 0.1 wt.% (tracer 𝜁 -potential
𝜁T = −68 mV). Scale bar: 200 μm. c) The same but in bright field b/w and at c = 0.02 wt.%. The red arrow denotes the location of the line focus.
d) Height averaged pH field in lab coordinates as determined by 3-channel micro-photometry for the experiment shown in panel (b). The pH-values are
color coded as indicated in the key. Arrows denote the local gradient direction. e) Ground pH-field as derived from panel (d). f) Map of tracer approach
trajectories in IEX-relative coordinates for C-IEX45 rolling at vIEX = 1.6 μm s−1. The red arrow denotes the rolling direction of the IEX. g) Tracer velocity
field in lab coordinates as determined from Particle Image Velocimetry for the situation in panel (c). Local velocities are color coded according to the
key.

To explore the influence of the IEX speed on line writing, we
varied the tilt angle ϑ to change vIEX (Figure S1b-d, Supporting
Information). To good approximation, the IEX speed increases
linearly with sin(ϑ). For IEX speeds in the range of 1.5 μm s−1

< vIEX < 11 μm s−1, straight single lines of long extension are
obtained, with maximum contrast observed for 6 μm s−1 < vIEX <

10 μm s−1. At lower vIEX, tracers become trapped in asymmetric
assemblies close to the IEX. At larger vIEX, lines get rather faint
and occasionally a short-lived line split is observed, with the two
lines merging by diffusion.

2.2. Line Stability

For writing complex patterns, lines should be durable. The line
in Figure 2a was written in Si832 at c = 0.1 wt.% for increasing
times after IEX passage, which defines t = 0 (see also Movie S2,
Supporting Information). Figure 2b shows the line profiles fit-
ted by Gaussians, from which we derive the linewidth in terms
of the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). The FWHM in-
creases slowly and at continually slowing pace with increasing
time. Notably, even after some ten minutes, the linewidth has
increased from 40 μm to merely 90 μm (Figure 2). The rel-
ative height of the maximum has decreased correspondingly
by some 50%, and the line remains clearly visible (Figure 2a).
We further studied the linewidth evolution for different c and
vIEX. The linewidth increases with tracer concentration and de-

creases with IEX speed. The double logarithmic plot of Figure 2e
shows the time-dependent FWHM scaled to vIEX = 8 μm s−1 and
c = 0.1 wt.%. Data arrange on a single straight line of slope 0.48.
A systematic analysis suggests an overall scaling of the line width
as FWHM ∝ vIEX

−1 c½ t ½ (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
This scaling is compatible with accretion at constant solvent flux
and purely diffusive line dispersion.

2.3. Effective Attraction

The line formation results as the net effect of the pH-driven DO-
flow and typically involves Peclet numbers of Pe ≈ 10–30. Thus,
the line formation is dominated by tracer advection caused by the
DO-flow. The Reynold numbers, however, are small (Re ≈ 10−4),
i.e., the flow is dominated by viscous forces and thus, laminar.
Furthermore, the ratio of the tracer mass and drag coefficients is
small (mT/𝛾T ≈ 10−7 s), and therefore, the motion of the tracers is
overdamped. Overall, the DO-flow induced by the IEX leads to a
directed motion of the tracers towards the moving IEX, whereas
the IEX does not significantly respond to the tracers. Thus, the
effective interaction between the IEX and each tracer can be de-
scribed as an effective non-reciprocal attraction exerted by the
IEX on the tracers leading to a center of mass motion of the
tracers.[33] We extracted the form of these effective interactions
from experimentally measured velocities obtained from video-
tracking (Figure 3a). We found that the tracer velocity field at a
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Figure 2. Line evolution past the formation zone. a) Dark field images of a line written by C-IEX45 in 0.1 wt.% Si832 for different times after IEX passage,
as indicated. Scale bar: 100 μm. b) Line profiles (symbols) in lab coordinates for three selected times as indicated in the key. The solid lines are fits
of Gaussians with an offset corresponding to the background scattering intensity. c) Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) as determined from fits to
line profiles taken at different times t after IEX passage. Data are taken after the passage of the line focus. The increase in linewidth slows with time.
d) Line profiles in IEX-relative coordinates obtained at different tracer concentrations and IEX speeds as indicated in the keys. These averages over 50
individual line profiles sampled over 100 μm along the lines were recorded at t = 80 s. All profiles are well described by fits of a Gaussian with an offset
corresponding to the background scattering intensity. e) Scaling analysis: We separately determined the c-dependence and the vIEX-dependence of the
FWHM and scaled the obtained fit results to c = 0.1 wt.% and vIEX = 8 μm s−1. Data arrange on a straight line in this double logarithmic plot. From the
fit of a linear function, we obtain FWHM ∝ t 𝜆 with 𝜆 = 0.48±0.04, which is very close to the theoretically expected value of 𝜆 = 0.5.

distance r behind the IEX can be fitted by the following form:

||v⃗(r)|| = c1

r𝛼 + c2
(1)

Thus, it yields a non-reciprocal attractive effective force of
strength Fa(r) = 𝛾T|v⃗(r)| reaching out some hundreds of microns
(inset in Figure 3a and Figure S11, Supporting Information).
Here, 𝛾T denotes the Stokes drag coefficient of the tracers. The pa-
rameters c1, c2, and 𝛼 are obtained from a nonlinear least-squares
fit (see Figure 3a and Supporting Information for details).

2.4. Model

Based on the effective force, we formulate a minimal (particle-
based) model for the tracer dynamics at prescribed motion of the
IEX. Within this model, the tracers are considered as overdamped
Brownian particles, which experience a non-reciprocal effective
force ⃖⃗Feff (t, r⃗) due to the IEX as obtained from Equation (1) (see
also inset of Figure 3a and Experimental Section) and are sub-
ject to thermal diffusion. The position of the i-th tracer particle
evolves in time according to

.

r⃗i(t) =
1
𝛾T

[
F⃗eff(t, r⃗i) −

N∑
j=1,j≠i

∇iu(|r⃗i − r⃗j|)
]
+
√

2D𝜉i(t) (2)

where 𝛾T denotes the Stokes drag coefficient, D = kBTbath/𝛾T the
diffusion coefficient with bath temperature Tbath, and ⃖⃗𝜉i(t) de-
notes Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit variance.
The optionally considered (repulsive) pair interaction between
the tracer particles is modeled by a Weeks-Chandler-Anderson
potential u(r).[44] For simplicity, we assume that the total effective
force ⃖⃗Feff (t, r⃗) is radially symmetric (see Experimental Section for
details). Clearly, this is a simplification of the overall DO-flow pat-
tern (Figure 1g and Figure S5, Supporting Information), but, as
we shall see, sufficient to capture the essentials of line writing.
Motivated by the experimental observations (Figure 1), we fur-
ther neglect the very slow collective tracer motion under gravity
and any diffusio-phoretic motion of tracers originating from DO
flows along the surfaces of the mobile tracers due to the concen-
tration gradient.[22] The corresponding Langevin equations for
the tracer dynamics [Equation (2)] are solved numerically with
a deterministically moving IEX at prescribed velocity with and
without considering direct tracer-tracer interactions u(r) to check
the effect of the latter on the line formation (see Experimental
Section and Supporting Information for details). Finally, the ef-
fective attraction leads to the formation of straight, narrow, and
durable lines of increased tracer density (Figure 3b and Movie S3,
Supporting Information).

To access larger length and time scales, we additionally formu-
late an equivalent continuum model, which is given by the two-
dimensional Smoluchowski equation for the probability density
p(t,X,Y) of the (point-like) tracer particles [Experimental Section
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Figure 3. Modelling of line writing. a) Tracer approach speed averaged over an angular region of 30° behind the IEX rolling at vIEX = 1.6 μm s−1 (blue)
in dependence on the radial distance r to the IEX center. The black dashed line is a nonlinear least-squares fit of Equation (1) returning c1 ≈ (7.2±2.3) ×
104 μm3 s−1, c2 ≈ (5.3±1.9) × 103 μm2, and 𝛼 = 1.96±0.06. Inset: x-component of effective forces as used in the continuum model. The attractive
part Fa corresponds to the fit in the main panel (black dashed curve), the full effective force Feff (solid pink curve) additionally accounts for volume
exclusion interactions between the IEX and the tracers. b,c) Exemplary results from theoretical modeling based on the effective force shown in panel
(a) in IEX-relative coordinates. Parameters were chosen to correspond closely to those of the experiments: 2aIEX = 45 μm, D = 0.5 μm2 s−1, 𝛾T =
7.85 × 10−9 kg s−1, vIEX = 8.0 μm s−1 (b) and vIEX = 8.6 μm s−1 (c) (see also Table 2). b) Snapshot taken at t = 100 s from a BD simulation starting from
N = 112 200 uniformly distributed point-like tracers. The line profile (left) is averaged over the interval x ∈ [−550 μm, −500 μm]. c) Numerical solution
of Equation (6) with initially uniform probability density p0 = 5 × 10−6 μm−2 after t = 2000 s. The probability density p( · ) = p(2000s, x, y) (right) and
the line profile at x = −550 μm (left) are color-coded as indicated in the key.

Equation (5)]. We solved the Smoluchowski equation numerically
in the coordinate frame of the IEX [Experimental Section Equa-
tion (6)] for a deterministically moving IEX with prescribed veloc-
ity. As shown in Figure 3c, our continuum model also leads to the
formation of a straight and narrow line of increased probability
density.

In the continuum model, the stationary state was typically
reached within a few hundred seconds (Figure S12, Support-
ing Information). As in our experiments, the density distribu-
tion may take different shapes in the line formation region, but
beyond the focal point, the line profile is Gaussian (Figure S14,
Supporting Information). Note from the profile in Figure 3c that
the lines are embedded within a region of marginally reduced
tracer density reflecting the extension of the accretion zone. As
in the experiments, this depleted accretion region serves to en-
hance the contrast of the main line. Our observations demon-
strate that the main ingredients of line formation are simple
and generic: Writing into water requires a quick, medium-range
ink-transport towards the moving pen caused by an effective hy-
drodynamic attraction of ink particles towards the IEX and a
slow, diffusive line decay. Thus, we term this novel type of writ-
ing a line of increased density in water hydrodynamic writing
(HDW).

2.5. State Diagram

Using the continuum model [based on Equation (6)], we system-
atically varied the IEX speed vIEX (equivalent to changing the tilt
angle ϑ in the experiment) and the tracer diffusion constant D
(equivalent to changing the tracer particle size). To discriminate
between different line types, we fitted a Gaussian or a sum of two
Gaussians to the line profiles of the probability density taken in
the stationary state after t = 2000 s at distance x = −950 μm be-
hind the IEX (Figure S15, Supporting Information). We observed

three different line types: single line, split line, and inverted line
(Figure 4a). Consequently, the state diagram in the vIEX-D-plane
shows three distinct regions (Figure 4b).

Pronounced single lines are obtained at intermediate veloci-
ties (color-coded region with state points I and II in Figure 4b).
We define a line sharpness pmax/𝜎, where pmax denotes the am-
plitude of the fitted Gaussian line profile and 𝜎 denotes its stan-
dard deviation. Line sharpness, and thus, contrast, is largest at
small D. With increasing diffusivity, sharpness decreases and
lines get continuously broader and fainter. Towards larger ve-
locities, the line formation length expands and results in a split
line (III). The simulated profile at x = −950 μm now shows two
maxima, which eventually merge at larger distances x by dif-
fusive broadening. The regime of split line formation is thus
located in the lower right corner of the state diagram (low
D, large vIEX).

Interestingly, the model further reveals a third line type at low
velocities. Due to the low IEX velocity, a substantial amount of
attracted tracers is trapped and no line of positive density con-
trast is written. Instead, in the steady state, a stationary cloud
of tracers forms in the vicinity of the IEX due to a balance be-
tween trapping and diffusion, which we also observed in our ex-
periments (example IV in Figure 4c). Accretion of tracers from
the IEX surroundings leads to a broad shallow minimum in the
line profile, i.e., the line contrast is inverted (see example IV in
Figure 4a and Figure S15a, Supporting Information). The width
of the minimum mirrors the y-extension of the range of attrac-
tion. Note that such a shallow depletion zone is also present at
larger IEX velocities in the single-line regime (HDW), but as in
the experiments, it is masked by a much more pronounced HDW
line and increases the line contrast (Figures S1c and S15b, Sup-
porting Information).

Overall, also lines written in the model vary considerably in
quality and not all appear to be useful for actual writing. In
practice, all inverted lines written at low vIEX remain too faint.
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Figure 4. State diagram. a) Snapshots (right) and line profiles at x =−950 μm (left) obtained from the numerical solution of Equation (6) in the stationary
state at t = 2000 s. The representative examples are denoted by Roman numerals: narrow single line (I), broad single line (II), split line (III), and inverted
line (IV). Colors encode the probability density p(2000 s, x, y) as given in the key. b) State diagram in the vIEX-D-plane (other parameters as before, see
also Experimental Section, Table 2). Symbols denote the three principal line types as discriminated by the line profiles at x = −950 μm: inverted line
(squares), split line (diamonds), and single line (color-filled circles). The state points corresponding to the examples shown in panel (a) are marked by
blue arrows and Roman numerals. For single lines, colors encode the line sharpness pmax/𝜎, where pmax denotes the amplitude of the fitted Gaussian
line profile and 𝜎 denotes its standard deviation. c) Representative experimental examples observed in the three regions of the state diagram: narrow
single line written in 0.10 wt.% Si832 at vIEX = 9.2 μm s−1 (I), broad single line written with 0.24 wt.% Si444 at vIEX = 8.2 μm s−1 (II), split line written in
0.10 wt.% Si832 at vIEX = 12 μm s−1 (III), and a line in the region of inverted lines shown in panel (b), here written in 0.1 wt.% Si2.1 at very low vIEX ≈

0.2 μm s−1 (IV). Scale bars: 250 μm.

Additionally, for increasing velocities, the flux of incoming trac-
ers is reduced and becomes too small for providing a large den-
sity contrast for the inverted line profile. Within all regimes, high
diffusivities lead to a significant decrease in the line sharpness
resulting again in lines unsuitable for actual writing. However,
our model clearly predicts that single narrow lines of large den-
sity contrast are obtained for low diffusivity and intermediate
IEX speed, exactly as observed in the experiments (c.f. the or-
ange/yellow region in Figure 4b as compared to Figure 1b,c and
Figure S1b-d, Supporting Information).

2.6. Graphical Application

Having explored the experimental and theoretical aspects of line
writing in some detail, we turn to its graphical application. Here,
we again use weakly charged tracers and moderate writing ve-
locities, which is essential for proceeding beyond straight lines
by combining line writing with steering. In the experiments,
we controlled line orientation using a manually programmable,
motorized stage, allowing sequences of changes in tilt direction
and angle. In the BD simulations, we simply prescribed IEX
speeds and trajectories. Figure 5 shows representative examples,
in which we successfully produced some simple patterns and
symbols (Figure 5a-f), drew complex patterns with multiple line
crossings (Figure 5g), or wrote text (Figure 5h,i). Next, we dis-
cuss some practical issues encountered during their production.
Downscaling is addressed for the example of a pattern with rect-
angular turns in Figure 5a-c. The right angles and straight inter-
vals start washing out when the length of straights approaches
three to two times the line thickness. Another issue is line-
shifting. In the simulation run of Figure 5d, we compare the writ-
ten line to the prescribed sinusoidal IEX trajectory. Due to the
relatively long-ranged tracer attraction (Figure 3a) and the con-

tinuing DO-flows towards the back of the IEX (Figure 1g), the
written line is dragged along in the overall propulsion direction.
This results in a shift of the final line as compared to the pre-
scribed IEX trajectory. The intended sinusoidal shape, however,
is fully retained. This is different for the case of line crossing.
For instance, in the simulation run of Figure 5e, the initial up-
ward stroke of the lower-case Greek letter phi is bent to the left
(see also Figure S18, Supporting Information). In addition, the
freshly written line shows a local enhancement of line thickness
(blob) also shifting in the propagation direction of the IEX. By
contrast to blobbing by transient sticking of the IEX to the sub-
strate (Figure S20, Supporting Information), blobbing upon line
crossing is systematic. However, while it is kept at bay by high
writing velocities (vIEX ≥ 10 μm s−1), line bending is not. The in-
set of Figure 5e shows a line-crossing experiment at large vIEX.
Here, the duration of tracer attraction from the crossed high-
density region is reduced, but the DO-flows are retained, and
the line is still bent. In principle, line crossing can be avoided
using multiple pens on merely touching trajectories (Figure 5f).
Where it could not be avoided, we performed a stepwise ad-
justment of the stage tilting sequence to compensate for the
observed and anticipated deviations from the desired line path
(Figure S19, Supporting Information). With some experience,
even complex patterns with multiple line crossings under de-
sired angles, negligible line-bending, and little blobbing can be
reproducibly drawn (Figure 5g). Note that the base of the “house”
shown in Figure 5g is merely 500 μm and the height is about
850 μm, i.e., the house´s size is on the order of a single letter
in this text. The figure was drawn within about five minutes at
an IEX velocity of approximately 15 μm s−1. It retained its char-
acteristic shape for more than 15 min. Writing of individual let-
ters is less difficult. Picking up a certain tradition,[9,10,12,14,15,20] we
display the affiliation initials of the experimental and theoretical
group in Figure 5h,i, respectively.
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Figure 5. Examples of writing and drawing (experiments with C-IEX45 in Si832 and BD simulations with parameters as given in Table 2). All scale bars:
250 μm. a-c) Successive downscaling of pattern size. The length of the horizontals is 500 μm (a), 350 μm (b), and 175 μm (c). d) Sinusoidal line written in
the BD simulation with parameters close to typical experimental ones (see Experimental Section, Table 2). Note the slight, leftward shift of the written line
with respect to the IEX trajectory (solid yellow line). e) Lower case Greek letter phi with loop and line crossing. Note the bending of the crossed line and
the formation of a region of enhanced density along the freshly written line (dashed circle). Inset: Writing at high IEX speed of vIEX = 10 μm s−1 reduces
blobbing but retains line bending. f) Avoiding blob formation upon line crossing by mere line touching. g) One-line drawing of a complex pattern with
rectangular and 45° angles as well as multiple line crossings. The inset shows the intended result (Das Haus vom Nikolaus). h) Initials of the Johannes
Gutenberg University, Mainz, written with C-IEX45 in 0.2 wt.% Si832. i) Initials of the Technical University of Darmstadt written in a BD simulation with
vIEX = 12 μm s−1.

2.7. Graphical Fine Tuning

So far, we concentrated on writing of and with durable,
narrow lines of enhanced tracer density (positive contrast).
This was facilitated by rolling C-IEX45 at speeds of vIEX =
6–10 μm s−1 through weakly charged Si832 (𝜁T = −68 mV)
at 0.1-0.15 wt.% on native substrates (𝜁S = −105 mV). One
may, however, wish to fine-tune the graphical appearance
of the written lines. To this end, we exploit the modular-
ity of our approach allowing tests of alternative inks, pens,
and pen-drives. These additional and complementary exper-
iments are described in detail in the Supporting Informa-
tion (Figure S3-10). In short, tracers of larger or smaller size
can be used to alter the line graininess and contrast. Re-
placing weakly charged tracers by highly charged tracers in-
troduces additional diffusio-phoretic tracer motion. This al-
ters the shape of the formation zone but leaves the decay
zone unaffected (see also Movie S6, Supporting Information).
The driving pH gradient can be manipulated by using dif-
ferent pen-types. Removing the pH gradient using chemically
inert pens produces poor lines, while doubling the pH gra-
dient using a pair of IEX yields thicker lines with weakly-
charged tracers and split lines with highly-charged tracers. Re-
placing the anionic by a cationic IEX switches the sign of
the pH gradient. Tracers are then repelled and the IEX carves
a tracer free line into the background (negative contrast). Fi-
nally, we also tested different pen-driving mechanisms such
as modular microswimmers self-assembling on horizontal sub-
strates. These microswimmers propel autonomously and steer

by more or less random rearrangements of the assembled trac-
ers. Lacking a directed steering, microswimmers write curved
lines of otherwise good quality (see also Movie S7, Supporting
Information).

3. Conclusion

The present approach of writing by assembly features several
advantages over other approaches. As ink is available all along
the trajectory, writing by assembly eliminates the necessity of a
large (potentially eddy-creating) reservoir required in deposition-
approaches as well as any re-filling issues. Working with small
pens in a viscous fluid at low Reynolds numbers for the pen
motion (Repen ≈ 10−4-10−3) avoids eddy-creation, leaves the fluid
practically undisturbed, and allows writing of narrow lines of a
few tens of μm thickness, which compares favourably to the line
widths reached in microprinting. With this approach, ink was col-
lected from a region of a few pen diameters in width at Péclet
numbers on the order of Peink ≈ 5–50. This was large enough for
a quick build-up of significant density modulations. Chosen pen-
speeds of vpen > 1.5 μm s−1 were large enough to avoid binding
of the assembled micro-sized tracers to the pen and thus lead
to line formation by tracer expulsion. At the same time, Peink
was small enough to avoid excessive direct transfer of kinetic en-
ergy to the ink particles. (This so-called dynamical friction may
spoil the formation of highly visible lines, e.g., in the wake of
a large star crossing a background of small stars in a globular
cluster.[45,46]) As a result, line dispersion occurred by diffusion
only.
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We demonstrated a facile and inexpensive approach to write
on the micron scale within a liquid medium. A variety of further
technical extensions awaits realization. Parallel writing of finely
structured, large-scale density patterns becomes possible with
several pens. Interruptions between words as well as dashed lines
could be facilitated using photo-switchable chemical sources.
Guided motion of the pen can further be realized by mechan-
ical guiding,[47] optical[48] or magnetic forces,[49] and chemical
fields.[50] Exploiting steering by chemical gradients would allow
visualizing faint chemical traces left by other objects. Addition-
ally, steering pH sources with optical tweezers in 3D buoyant
ink dispersions would open access to freely suspended 3D pat-
terns of arbitrary shape. Beyond global erasing by sonication,
typo correction and line reconfiguration may be implemented
by rewriting with or without prior heating with an IR laser (see
also Movies S8 and S9, Supporting Information). Conversely, one
could co-assemble suitable chemicals for line fixing like a mix-
ture of photo-initiators, monomers, and cross-linker molecules.
The important objective of further downscaling into the few-μm-
range appears to be feasible for fluorescent tracers imaged by
fluorescence microscopy and assembled by thermophoresis at
a micron-sized heat source steered by laser tweezing. Adaptive
learning and supervised machine learning could be used to pro-
gram trajectories leading to the analog of handwriting. Already
these few examples of possible future developments highlight
an interesting point on the technical side: namely the versatil-
ity of our generic approach of combining ink assembly via long-
ranged attractions with purely diffusive decay and programmable
steering of the pen. It comprises a high degree of modularity,
allows for the exchange of the constituents (pen, ink, drive) as
to one’s requirements, and is open for the combination with
further modules. Thus, we anticipate that our results and con-
clusions are valid for a broad class of systems and may open
routes to many future enterprises including the structuring of
fluids, the visualization of chemical traces, the assembling of
functional objects like actuators or drug carriers, information
storage, and numerous artistical applications. Finally, our results
could also be used to prepare desired initial states for future col-
loid experiments, e.g., on collective diffusion. Drawing fine lines,
durable patterns, and individual letters into water was only the
first step.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: As pens, micro-gel based cationic IEX beads (C-

IEX45, Purolite Ltd, UK) are mainly used. The mean diameter (2a = 45 ±
2.3 μm) was measured by image analysis. The IEX beads were recharged
with H+ ions by washing them twice in aqueous HCl (20 v/v%) solutions
and subsequently rinsing them with deionized water. The beads were then
stored for 48 h in an exicator. For some experiments, we also used anionic
resin-based IEX beads or splinters thereof (A-IEX15, Mitsubishi Chemi-
cal Corporation, Japan and A-IEX-L, Carl Roth + Co. KG. Karlsruhe, Ger-
many). These were only rinsed with deionized water and subsequently
dried.

Passive ink particles were sulfate-stabilized polystyrene (PS) or silica
(Si) colloidal suspensions (Microparticles, GmbH, Germany). Table 1 de-
notes the lab codes, Manufacturer batch nos., sizes, and 𝜁 -potentials
where applicable. Prior to use, a part of the original stock (32 wt.%) was
diluted with deionized water to 1 wt.% and conditioned for some weeks in
a flask containing mixed-bed IEX (Amberjet, Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG,

Table 1. Tracer colloids and IEX beads. Parameters of tracer colloids and
IEX beads used in this work. 𝜁 -potentials were determined from electroki-
netic experiments using a custom-built Doppler Velocimeter.[52]

Lab Code Manufacturer Batch
number

Diameter, 2a [μm] 𝜁 -potential under deionized
conditions [mV]

Si444 SiO2-F-SC54 0.442 ± 0.054 −70 ± 3 (ambient CO2)

Si832 SiO2-F-L1287 0.839 ± 0.031 −68 ± 3 (ambient CO2)
−108 ± 5 (de-carbonized)

Si2.1 SiO2-F-L4255-1 2.11 ± 0.18 N/A

PS2.3 PS/Q-F-L2090 2.30 ± 0.22 −35 ± 3 (ambient CO2)
−65 ± 5 (de-carbonized)

C-IEX45 CGC50 × 8 45 ± 2 N/A

A-IEX-L K306.2, Amberlite 250-400 N/A

A-IEX15 CA08S 15.0 ± 1,6 N/A

Karlsruhe, Germany) to remove excess ions from the production process.
After deionization, the IEX was removed, and the deionized suspensions
stored in contact with ambient air. Thus conditioned, they show compara-
bly low 𝜁 -potential magnitudes due to CO2 adsorption.[51] CO2 absorption
can be reversed and any absorbed CO2 removed by further contact with
mixed bed IEX in strictly gas-tight flasks.[51] As compared to the merely
deionized state, the deionized and de-carbonized state shows an approx-
imately doubled 𝜁 -potential magnitude.

The sample cell was constructed by sandwiching a chemically inert
PVC ring (inner radius R = 12.5 mm, height H ∼ 0.5 mm) between
two standard microscopy slides (75 × 25 × 1 mm, soda lime glass, hy-
drolytic class 3, VWR International, Germany). The ring was fixed to the
bottom slide with epoxy glue (UHU plus sofortfest, UHU GmbH, Ger-
many). Prior to cell assembly, the glass slides were thoroughly cleaned
to remove coatings and organic contaminants (washing in 1 v/v% Hell-
manex III-solution [Hellma Analytics, Germany], sonication in isopropanol
for 30 min., rinsing with deionized water, and drying in N2 flow). Right
after cleaning, their 𝜁 -potential was 𝜁 = −138 ± 8 mV. When stored in
the dry state under ambient conditions, the 𝜁 -potential magnitude de-
creased and equilibrated at 𝜁 = −105 ± 5 mV. The magnitude could be
reduced further to 𝜁 = −70 ± 5 mV by immersing the slides for one
hour in diluted deconex cleaning solutions (5 v/v%, deconex 11, VWR,
Germany).

Line Imaging: Cells were mounted on the stage of an inverted mi-
croscope (DMIRBE, Leica, Germany) and writing was observed at 10x
magnification with a 12.87 Mpx. consumer DSLR (D700, Nikon, Japan)
using a 0.63x mounting tube. In the images, 100 px correspond to
0.93 μm. Images were captured in 14bit RAW format at intervals of 4s,
converted to TIFF, and stored. Videos and cropped images for display
were constructed from the TIFF color images. Data for further evalua-
tion were converted to grey-scale and analyzed using a custom-written
Python script. For c ≤ 0.2 wt.% of Si832, the recorded intensity was pro-
portional to the tracer concentration, showing the absence of multiple
scattering effects (Figure S2c, Supporting Information). Line profiles are
constructed from intensity readings perpendicular to the line axes. For
an individual profile, each I(y) is an x-average over ten neighboring pix-
els. Typically, 50 individual profiles obtained from locations distributed
over a distance of ≈100 μm along the written line were averaged to im-
prove statistics. From fits of a Gaussian to the averaged profile, we ex-
tracted the line amplitude, standard deviation, and full width at half max-
imum.

Particle Image Velocimetry: For flow-field imaging, the stationary-state
motion of tracers was studied using either the DSLR at 10x magnification
and 20 fps or (for smaller tracers) a fast monochromatic camera (acA133-
200um, Semi Python 1300, Basler, Germany) at 20x magnification and
100 fps. Flow fields were calculated from image pairs separated by Δt =
100 ms using the OpenPIV Python package. For each location, the results
were averaged over 50 successive image pairs.
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pH Microphotometry: For pH mapping, a further refined version[42] of
the general photometric approach reported by Niu et al. was employed.[43]

A diluted mixture of two universal indicators (pH 4–10, Merck, Ger-
many; pH 1–5, Sigma–Aldrich, USA, ratio 1:7) was injected into the
sample dispersion (c = 100–200 μmol L–1). Images were recorded in
transmission under Köhler illumination (ΔI(x,y)/<I> = 0.015) using the
DSLR camera. The 4.256 × 2.832 pixels on the CMOS-sensor are ar-
ranged in a Bayer pattern for the three RGB-channels resulting in dots
of four px each, defining the maximum spatial resolution. For each dot,
the recorded channel intensities were compared to those of a refer-
ence sample (deionized water) to obtain the absorbance in each chan-
nel from the Beer-Lambert–Law. Calibration was performed using pH
buffer solutions ranging from pH 1.9 to 8.9 in 0.5 pH steps. For inter-
mediate values, bicubic interpolation was used. The signal-to-noise ra-
tio was improved by binning to 6 × 6 dots, reducing the final resolu-
tion to 357 × 237 blocks. At 10x magnification, 5.8 × 5.8 μm2 per block
was observed. In the pH-range of interest (4 to 6), a height averaged
pH-gradient resolution of 0.02 pH steps/6 μm resulted. Results were
modeled by numerical solutions of the 3D advection–diffusion equation,
which also yielded the pH-maps at specific locations, e.g., at the cell
bottom.[42]

Theoretical Model: The tracer particles were modeled as overdamped
Brownian particles with radius aT and were subject to an effective ex-
ternal force ⃖⃗Feff (t, r⃗), which was centered around the IEX position and
is explicitly time-dependent due to the IEX motion. The position of the
i-th tracer particle evolved in time according to Equation (2). The ef-
fective (non-reciprocal) force ⃖⃗Feff (t, r⃗) described the net impact of the
IEX on the dynamics of the tracers. It is given as a sum of a short-
ranged repulsion and a long-ranged attractive force ⃖⃗Fa [Equation (1)]. The
former accounts for steric repulsion between tracers and IEX. The lat-
ter accounted for the net effect of the hydrodynamic flow that was cre-
ated by the IEX. It was found empirically (Figure 3) that in the back of
the IEX, the attractive force decays with the distance ⃖⃗R(t) ≔ r⃗ − r⃗IEX (t)
from the IEX located at r⃗IEX (t) and moving deterministically at constant
speed vIEX as

F⃗a(t, r⃗) = −
𝛾Tc1(|||R⃗(t)|||𝛼 + c2

) R⃗(t)|||R⃗(t)||| (3)

The constants c1 and c2 and the exponent 𝛼 are determined from
a fit to the velocity measurements (Figure 3 and Figure S11, Support-
ing Information). The uncertainties in c1 and c2 are rather large due to
the interference of upward advection with lateral attraction for |R⃗(t)| <
60 μm. For simplicity, the asymmetry of the flow field was further neglected.
Both were compensated by introducing an ad hoc factor 2 using c1 ≈

3.6 × 104 μm3 s−1. This resulted in a quantitative match of experimen-
tal observations and model predictions over an extended parameter range
(Figure 4).

Brownian Dynamics Simulations: The equations of motion for the
tracer particles were solved numerically in two spatial dimensions on an
area A = LxLy with periodic boundary conditions and area fraction 𝜑 =
N𝜋aT

2/A by using LAMMPS.[53,54] The repulsive part of the effective IEX –
tracer interaction is modeled by a shifted Yukawa potential with strength
𝜖Yuk = 10kBTbath, range 𝜎Yuk = 1 μm, and shift Δr = aIEX.[55] The time steps
are Δt = 10−4 s for non-interacting tracer particles and Δt = 10−5 s for re-
pulsively interacting tracer particles. All other simulation parameters are
summarized in Table 2.

Continuum Theory: To describe the density distribution of the tracer
particles in presence of the moving IEX, the Smoluchowski equation
was formulated, which describes the time evolution of the probabil-
ity density for finding a tracer particle at a point (t,X,Y) in space
and time, where X and Y denote the coordinates in the laboratory
frame.[56] For simplicity, any direct tracer–tracer interactions were ne-
glected here, i.e., u(r) = 0 in Equation (2). The continuum model
only accounted for the net effect of the flow field and for the vol-

Table 2. Simulation parameters. Default parameters used for the BD sim-
ulations and the numerical solution of the continuum model if not stated
explicitly.

Parameter: Value:

aIEX 22.5 μm

aT 0.412 μm

𝛾T 7.854 ×
10−9 kg s−1

vIEX 8.0 μm s−1

D 0.5 μm2 s−1

𝜑 0.152

Tbath 298 K

ume exclusion between the IEX and the tracers using the total effective
force

F⃗eff(t, r⃗) = F⃗a(t, r⃗) tanh
(√

(X − vIEXt)2 + Y2 − aIEX

)
(4)

with r⃗ = (X, Y) and IEX-radius aIEX (see inset of Figure 3a). The IEX moves
along the x-axis at a constant speed vIEX > 0. We transformed the corre-
sponding Smoluchowski equation for the probability density p(t,X,Y) (we
omit the arguments for clarity)

𝜕p
𝜕t

= − 1
𝛾T

∇ ⋅ (F⃗effp) + D∇2p (5)

into the coordinate frame of the IEX by applying the Galilei transformation
x : = X – vIEXt, y : = Y. The transformed equation reads

𝜕p̃
𝜕t

= − 1
𝛾T

∇ ⋅ (F⃗effp̃) + vIEX
𝜕p̃
𝜕x

+ D
(
𝜕2p̃

𝜕x2
+

𝜕2p̃

𝜕y2

)
(6)

where now p̃ = p(t, x, y). We omit the tilde throughout this work. Again,
D = kBTbath/𝛾T denotes the tracer diffusion coefficient.

Numerical Solution Method: Equation (6) was solved numerically in
two spatial dimensions on a rectangular area of size (Lx, Ly) = (1000 μm,
200 μm) with x ∈ [–950 μm, 50 μm] and y ∈ [–100 μm, 100 μm]. The ini-
tial condition was given by a uniform distribution p(0, x, y) = 1/(LxLy).
Dirichlet boundary conditions were used at the right, top, and bottom
boundary with p(t, 50 μm, y) = p(t, x, ±100 μm) = 1/(LxLy) and no-flux
boundary conditions at the left boundary, i.e., ∂xp(t, x, y)|x = −950μm = 0.
Finally, the Smoluchowski equation was solved with the NDSolve
method from Mathematica[57] by using the method of lines,[58,59]

finite element discretization,[60] and the parameters displayed in
Table 2.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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